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Abstract. This article explores the predominantly White brass band scenes of
the carnivals of New Orleans and Rio de Janeiro as producing rituals of intensified social distinction. The bands’ musical practices realize aesthetic preferences
of distinct racialized communities forged through relational positioning. Offering alternatives to the “heritage repertoires” of these carnivals based in musical
Blackness, these bands’ musical eclecticism forms an aesthetic articulation of
“alternative Whiteness,” which seeks to “disinherit” both hegemonic Whiteness
of conservative cultural politics and commodification of Blackness. The article
theorizes contemporary carnivalesque translocality in consideration of longer
histories of festive circulation in the Atlantic World.
Resumo. Este artigo examina o cenário de bandas de sopros, formadas predominantemente por pessoas brancas, presentes nos carnavais de Nova Orleans
e no Rio de Janeiro, caracterizando como rituais de intensificação da distinção
social. As práticas musicais realizadas por essas bandas têm preferências estéticas distintas das comunidades negras forjadas por meio de posicionamento
relacional. Oferecendo alternativas aos “repertórios de herança” desses carnavais baseados na negritude musical, o ecletismo musical dessas bandas forma
uma articulação estética da “branquitude alternativa”, que busca “deserdar”
tanto a branquitude hegemônica da política cultural conservadora quanto a
comodificação da negritude. O artigo teoriza a translocalidade carnavalesca
contemporânea em consideração a histórias mais longas de circulação festiva
no Mundo Atlântico.

I

n both the carnivals of Rio de Janeiro and New Orleans, I have found myself
in the midst of brass brands in the streets, trumpet in hand, playing “Cariñito.”
The song, by Los Hijos del Sol, is an emblem of the chicha movement, a Peruvian
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1970s psychedelic take on cumbia music, originally from the north coast of
Colombia. As cumbia has circulated throughout the Americas, it has taken on
new forms from California to Argentina, but certain songs like “Cariñito” have
taken on iconic status within the genre.
But what is this chicha song from Peru doing in the carnivals of both Rio
de Janeiro and New Orleans? As New Orleans clarinetist Ben Schenck notes,
carnival is a “series of annual rituals”—it is a production of local tradition and
heritage (interview with the author, March 13, 2018, New Orleans, LA). Around
the Atlantic World, pre-Lenten carnival time is a season for the performance of
repertoires that play a vital role in the production of local identity and, in many
cases, national identity as well. Despite a rhetoric of spontaneity and inversion in
many Atlantic World carnivals, certain carnival repertoires have generally been
authenticated as the primary expressive resources of the festivity. So what does
it mean to play a chicha song in the non-Hispanic carnivals of Rio de Janeiro
and New Orleans? And why does this particular song pop up in two different
carnivals hemispheres apart?
It would be easy to attribute the song’s circulation in carnival to a generalized
globalization of cultural expressions that has exploded in the past few decades,
but in this article I argue that this circulation is predicated on much deeper histories and structures of race and festivity in the Atlantic World. In both Rio de
Janeiro and New Orleans, alongside the density of what I call carnival’s official
“heritage repertoires,” some brass bands have taken an eclectic stance within
the festivities, drawing on diverse musical resources such as cumbia, Balkan
music, Afrobeat, and many other dance traditions from around the world and
creating alternative carnival communities. These bands and their revelers are
primarily White and middle class, playing within profoundly unequal cities
where class privilege correlates strongly to race.1 Both cities’ official carnivals,
on the other hand, are heavily invested in the commodification of heritagized
Black musics—trad jazz, second line, and samba—despite both existing in White
supremacist nation states built on the backs of enslaved Black people.2
In this article, I examine similarities between these two predominantly
White carnival brass band communities in New Orleans and Rio de Janeiro.
I explore relationships between race and aesthetics in the expressions of what
I call “alternative Whiteness” in festive practices in the Atlantic World, and I
show how aesthetic preferences are manifested through relational and racialized
positioning by distinct communities. Drawing on longer histories of circulation
and structural parallels in the Atlantic world, I argue that a racial formation of
alternative Whiteness occupies a space of tension between the more traditional
expressions of hegemonic Whiteness and the commodification of Blackness.
That is, in rejecting cultural definition through heritage repertoires, musicians
of this alternative White Atlantic seek to “disinherit” the hegemonic heritage
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practices of their carnivals that reveal and in some cases revel in the domination
implicit in the privileges of Whiteness, events like the Rex Ball in New Orleans
that have an explicitly racist past and exclusive carnival balls in Rio de Janeiro.
Alternative Whiteness does not, however, belong to other authenticated heritage
practices of carnival based in Blackness, such as New Orleans’s Black brass band
traditions and Rio de Janeiro’s famous samba schools.3
To be clear, I do not believe that the harm of Whiteness can be escaped
simply by playing noncanonical repertoires, and I do believe that these musical
engagements can constitute forms of cultural appropriation. The moral evaluation of cultural appropriation is, however, outside the bounds of this article
and has been dealt with elsewhere (e.g., Jackson 2019). Moreover, I do not argue
that the aesthetics of alternative Whiteness are equivalent to the work of White
antiracism (DiAngelo 2018), though there may be some overlap. In other words,
expressing unease with and distancing oneself from explicit racism are not the
same as working to undo racism. In this sense, what I call “disinheritance” is
more performance than reality, as one does not simply erase one’s lineage or gain
redemption from racism by drawing on alternative repertoires. Moreover, while
my focus here is on alternative Whiteness based on fieldwork in predominantly
White communities, I do not overlook the presence of alternative Blackness in
carnivals of the Atlantic World.4
I am not writing here, however, to suggest that these bands should be conducting themselves differently, and I do view them as by and large thoughtfully
engaged in the ethical dilemma of what and how to play. As a White trumpeter
myself and cofounder of San Francisco’s Mission Delirium brass band, a predominantly White band that plays a wide variety of genres, I understand the aesthetic
projects of these bands as essentially related to my own work as a musician
(Snyder 2020a). In addition to touring in western and eastern Europe, our band
has toured to play in the alternative predominantly White musical circuits of Rio
de Janeiro at the HONK! Rio Festival of Activist Brass Bands in 2015 and New
Orleans Mardi Gras in 2019. In both cities, I found that our band was more likely
than local Black ensembles to be programmed in alternative White spaces, such
as opening for Panorama Brass Band in 2019, one of the key bands discussed in
this article. That is to say, despite the pressures of local identification through
heritage, translocal alternative Whiteness trumped locality in producing sociality.
Beyond these tours, between 2014 and 2016 I completed dissertation fieldwork on Rio’s carnival brass scene, where I followed two carnival seasons as an
active trumpet player, and I have participated in New Orleans Mardi Gras in
2012, 2018, and 2019 and been a frequent visitor since 2007. From these experiences and perspectives, I ask here, What kinds of carnival communities are
created in the rejection of official carnival heritage? What can we learn about
carnival by focusing on practices that are at the margins of the festivities? From
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the sense of lack of belonging to the official heritagized carnival that alternative
White musicians recount, how do they position themselves in festivities that
commodify Black musical heritage?
Carnival is largely celebrated for its capacity to subvert the social divisions
of everyday life, and indeed one might see the musically eclectic aesthetics of
these bands as perhaps forging a carnivalesque and multicultural critique of the
ethnonationalism often expressed in carnival. Two monographs on the larger
respective contemporary and alternative scenes of which these bands are a part
do indeed see them as fundamentally progressive: Cíntia Fernandes and Micael
Herschmann’s Música nas ruas do Rio de Janeiro (2014) and Leslie Wade, Robin
Roberts, and Frank de Caro’s Downtown Mardi Gras: New Carnival Practices in
Post-Katrina New Orleans (2019). Though acknowledging the predominantly
White profile of the New Orleans scene, Wade, Roberts, and de Caro view it as
an “egalitarian counterspace” (2014:220) and “ultimately side with those scholars who view carnival (the generic practice) in terms of empowerment, that
ludic expression can alter social givens” (26), while Fernandes and Herschmann
understand the free events that take place in the streets of Rio as activist by
nature in contrast to the commodified cultural expressions of the city.
Yet it is striking in both cities just how White these scenes are and how
racially segregated they are from the local Black communities despite largely
offering free public events, and the above-mentioned books largely do not focus
on the racial dynamics of the festivities. It is this disjuncture that this article seeks
to explain, and, while celebrating the creativity and dynamism of these scenes,
I take a more skeptical approach to the question of the inherently progressive
potential of playing multicultural repertoires freely in the streets by showing
how aesthetic choices can manifest social boundaries and racial divisions in
alternative carnivals.
Literature on the politics of carnival has often tackled the question of carnival’s capacity to transform political and social power relations, historically
toggling between the “resistance” theory (Bakhtin [1941] 1984) and the “safety-
valve” theory (Gluckman 1965). Since Peter Stallybrass and Allon White’s (1986)
intervention, carnival scholars have generally rejected this either/or revolutionary versus repressive debate and pointed to the “inherently equivocal nature
of carnival” (Godet 2020:6) and its lack of universal meanings and functions.
Similarly, this article rejects the notion that carnival has any inherent meaning
and that its practices of sociality necessarily create senses of unity between
divergent populations. I offer it as a contribution to understanding the racial
and aesthetic politics of carnival, responding to Aurélie Godet’s questions in her
introduction to a recent journal issue on the politics of carnival: “What kind
of ‘community’ does [carnival] create? And how does the politics of carnival
manifest itself aesthetically?” (2).
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Here I focus on carnival as a practice of social distinction (Bourdieu [1979]
1984), one that is more involved in the aesthetic realizations of distinct communities rather than one that aims to dissolve boundaries between them and
creating communitas between all participating communities (Turner 1969). This
article, then, contributes an aesthetic and musical perspective rooted in the study
of racial and class subject positions to the view that carnival is primarily a “ritual
of intensification” (Agier 2000). I do not discount the cases in which carnival
has played a tangible role in subverting power relations, manifesting hegemonic
power, or hybridizing distinct communities by relaxing social barriers.5 But
I proceed from the observation that the purpose of participating in carnival
practices for most communities is primarily, but certainly not exclusively, not
to explicitly contest politics as usual or dissolve social barriers but to manifest
their distinct cultural practices. Whether carnival repertoires are passed on
from generation to generation as “authentic traditions” that are heritagized for
tourists or forge innovative cosmopolitan practices, the opportunity to party
in one’s own community through embracing the cultural expressions that bind
its members is primarily what people look forward to all year.
This fact applies no less to purveyors of what I call elsewhere the “alternative
carnivalesque” (Snyder 2019a) as to the dominant heritage carnivals. Like the
figure of what Richard Peterson and Roger Kern (1996) have called the “omnivore,” who has replaced classed snobbery in favor of a wide variety of genres as
a marker of elevated taste, these bands disinherit their local official carnivals and
articulate an alternative Whiteness through embracing cosmopolitan musical
eclecticism. As illustrative of this broader phenomenon of carnival practice, in
this article I explore case studies on New Orleans’s Panorama Brass Band and
Rio de Janeiro’s Orquestra Voadora, situating these bands within the broader
fabric of their respective carnivals.

Brass, Race, and Heritage in Carnival
While the notion of a marching band in the United States might trigger associations with hegemonic Whiteness, brass bands in New Orleans are icons of
Blackness. When the resurgent second line bands the Dirty Dozen and Rebirth
hit the scene in the 1970s and 1980s, helping to revive a declining tradition,
the city had become much more Black in the wake of White flight and segregationist policies by the 1960s.6 Though predominantly White bands that played
non–New Orleans repertoires had emerged toward the end of the 1990s, Hurricane Katrina’s devastation created an opportunity for a gentrifying process of
Whitening the city that helped a White hipster scene explode in New Orleans,
especially in the historically French downtown area, where “a counter-Carnival
to the Mardi Gras touted in promotion and publicity” of the historically Anglo
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Uptown emerged in the years after the Hurricane (Wade, Roberts, and de Caro
2019:15). Some of the main alternative White expressions of the brass band scene
are Panorama Brass Band, St. Anne’s Society, Wit’s End, the Witches Parade, Box
of Wine Parade, Red Bean Parade, and St. Anthony’s Ramblers. These bands and
parades bring cumbia, klezmer, Balkan music, and many other genres to the
streets of New Orleans Mardi Gras.
In Rio de Janeiro, brass bands have long played a role in carnival’s history, especially with the satirical carnival marchinha genre, which mocks the
officialdom of the military march. During the dictatorship from 1964 to 1985,
however, the unruly crowds and blocos, or mobile carnival music organizations, of what is known as “street carnival” (carnaval de rua), in opposition to
the samba parades, were repressed, leading to the decline of brass in carnival
(Herschmann 2013; Jaguaribe 2014; Snyder 2019a, forthcoming). In the mid-
1990s a series of predominantly White brass blocos emerged—such as Cordão
do Boitatá, Céu na Terra, and Boi Tolo—as part of what became known as a
larger “street carnival revival.” This revival drew first on a variety of Brazilian
genres beyond the iconic carnival heritage genre of the samba-enredo (story
sambas) of the predominantly Afro-Brazilian samba schools, the participants
of which hail primarily from Rio’s poorer favela communities. In the mid-2000s
this brass community began to draw on international genres—including New
Orleans music, Balkan music, and Afrobeat—creating a new musically eclectic
carnival that mobilizes tens of thousands of people and calling the movement
neofanfarrismo (literally, “new brass bandism”). The term encompasses a wide
range of participatory brass ensembles that have revolutionized the aesthetics
of Rio’s street carnival, including Orquestra Voadora, Songoro Cosongo, Black
Clube, Besame Mucho, Bagunço, Amigos da Onça, and many others.
In the New Orleans context, Wade, Roberts, and de Caro, drawing on Diana
Taylor (2003), understand such alternative carnival scenes as practicing ephemeral “repertoires” as opposed to the “archival” performances of official carnival
“krewes,” as carnival ensembles are generally called in New Orleans. “The Mardi
Gras practice of the original krewes, well established through decades of continuous performance, documented in the journalism of various periods and explained
in numerous histories, may be considered a kind of archival performance, one
establishing the fundamental template of Carnival protocol. . . . By contrast, an
anarchic, boundary-defying energy has always counterpointed the more formalized Carnival activities, conveyed in the performances of the street. Taylor
would identify this ephemeral enactment as a performance of the repertoire, ‘a
nonarchival system of transfer’ between participants (The Archive xvii)” (2019:20).
Extending this insight to the field of heritage studies, I view the “archival” performances of the krewes and samba schools as having constructed “carnival heritage”
in their respective cities. This carnival heritage may be practiced and consumed
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by White and Black participants in varying ways, but the musical heritage of
the festivities in both cities is largely understood as heritagized Blackness. The
process of institutionalizing heritage has been theorized as a “regime” used to
instill senses of inclusion and exclusion through framing the past as belonging
to certain communities of people for present purposes (Bendix, Eggert, and Pesselman 2012). But what happens when people do not feel they belong to official
“archival” heritage or do not want to belong and do not want to inherit?
In the colonized Americas, where White migrants progressively disassociated themselves from their places of origin and came to identify with emerging
national and regional cultures that often came to be sonically framed around
Blackness, the broader question of racial belonging perhaps takes on a dimension
different from that in Europe, where White people are relatively autochthonous
and can often still connect their heritage to a physical place of ancestry. Because
the creation of the White category in the Americas can involve an erasure of the
particular European ethnic identities that make a person “White” in order to
buy into White supremacy (Roediger 2006), people racialized as White in the
Americas confront a choice of identifying with a broader colonial culture that
represents racial domination or seeking to disinherit this dominant Whiteness.
Because ethnicities other than hegemonic Whiteness are marked as distinct, it
is not uncommon to hear White people speak of a sense of “culturelessness,”
as my White students, when faced with writing about music and their identities, sometimes report that they have “no identity.” Ben Schenck, leader of New
Orleans’s Panorama Brass Band, reflected, “[Because of the creation of American
Whiteness], my family is not Swedish anymore; now we’re White. This is what
you get if what you decide to do as a people is go for domination. . . . You are
faced with this emptiness and void. What’s my people’s music? I don’t want to
pretend to be anything that I’m not. What I am is a guy that digs a lot of different kinds of music. I can’t say that I play any of it with that kind of authority or
authenticity that comes with growing up in it, so I just have to do my best and
hope that my phone rings, and so far it has.” (interview, March 13, 2018).
In Rio, Orquestra Voadora’s White saxophonist, André Ramos, describes
a similar sense of dislocation and aesthetic rootlessness, referring to the band’s
collaboration with Benin’s Gangbé brass band upon their visit. Ramos notes, on
the one hand, a fascination with African musical traditions and, on the other,
alienation from dominant Eurocentric attitudes in Brazil:
Gangbé has musical resources that we don’t know how to use. They sing a lot, which
we had never seen in a brass band. Their rhythmic conception is ahead of the rest
of the world. [Even though Brazilian music is often viewed as Afro-descendant],
Brazil is huge, and the experience of people in the small [Afro-descendant] cities of
Bahia is very different from our middle-class experience in Rio de Janeiro. Here the
South Zone is much more the culture of the White man. Men don’t dance here. Brazil
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has prejudices against homosexuality. We have all the problems of a Eurocentric
society. We don’t know how to dance like Black Brazilians. . . . We have a dominant
society that puts the United States and Europe above all others, but we don’t belong
to those places either. We try to imitate them, but we will never be them. (interview
with the author, January 9, 2015, Rio de Janeiro)

As a saxophonist who previously lived in New Orleans notes, disinheritance
of dominant Whiteness is presented as a mode of opposition to and distinction
from official carnival practices: “[Alternative White people] actively reject the
White traditions that surround Mardi Gras because they’re horrifying. A White
person raised to go to the Rex Ball might say, ‘That was fucked up. I’m gonna
hang out with my friends in the Marigny [at the alternative predominantly White
carnival]’” (interview with the author, March 10, 2018, Oakland, CA). The Rex
Ball to which he refers is a legacy of White segregationist carnival practices in
New Orleans. Trombonist Juliano Pires views the official samba parades of Rio’s
carnival as a commodified spectacle that puts primarily Black bodies on display
for Whiter audiences: “The sambódromo represents a false carnival, according
to the principles of carnival. The street carnival is the carnival in which you are
equal with everyone together. Over there [in the sambódromo], it is just a stage,
just observing, not participating” (interview with the author, October 12, 2014,
Rio de Janeiro). In all of these quotes, it is the sense of lack of belonging that is
my point of departure for understanding disinheritance and the White embrace
of musical eclecticism.
Race is, as critical race scholars have argued, not a biological attribute inherent in phenotype or skin color but rather a social construction employed for
domination of some racialized groups by others (Gilroy 1995; Allen [1975]
1994; Radano and Bohlman 2000; Omi and Winant [1986] 2015). Scholars have
favored using the terms “Blackness” and “Whiteness” to highlight the construction of race as a collection of historically and locally contingent essentializations
that homogenize demographic diversity in order to delineate the dominators
from the dominated. Echoing such scholarship, I understand Whiteness as
having been posed in distinction to Blackness in order to assert and define
sociopolitical hierarchies. Whiteness is also an articulation of class privilege,
elements of which might be accessible for some people of color who may not
pass as White otherwise. While I will use the term “Whiteness” in reference to
its theorization in critical race studies, I will henceforth refer to these bands and
communities as “Whiter” rather than “White,” as well as “Blacker” rather than
“Black,” to highlight the racial diversity that does exist in these scenes, as well as
the relational component by which they are viewed as White because they are
Whiter than other carnival scenes. I generally refer, however, to individuals and
cultural traditions as “Black” or “White” to reference their racialization as such.
In my attention to Whiter communities and actors, I do not mean to reduce
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their racial complexities, as certainly both scenes, especially the Brazilian one,
are more racially diverse than the words “White” and even “Whiter” suggest.
In many colonial societies of the White supremacist Atlantic World, particularly in the early twentieth-century period of emergent nationalism, national
identity and the national musical heritage were, paradoxically, framed around
Blackness, as Afro-diasporic musical styles rose to national prominence in service of postcolonial distinction (McCann 2004; Moore 1997; Guilbault 2007; Garrett 2008). Carnival in particular—a festivity that celebrates inversion, the “low,”
resistance, and popular culture—drew on the practices of oppressed populations
as it forged official repertoires across the Americas. Blackness became the sonic
heritage for much of the “New World,” with particular expressions in the region’s
carnival traditions. By virtue of its dominance, hegemonic Whiteness claimed
access to this heritage even when it did not construct Whiter communities as
heritage bearers, which Dylan Robinson (2020) critiques as dominant cultures’
presumption of “inheritance” of the expressions of marginalized cultures.
Heritage studies views “heritagization” as a selective process and mode of
production that select certain expressive practices as intangible cultural heritage
(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1995; Harrison 2013), focusing especially on the role of
contemporary cultural institutions such as UNESCO to safeguard certain traditions, converting them into “Heritage with a capital H” (Smith and Akagawa
2009; Stefano and Davis 2017). Some have suggested, however, that processes
of heritagization long predate the efforts of these institutions and are perhaps
part of the discourse of modernity itself. Communities frame the past as heritage around a sense of loss and the forward motion of history. I suggest here
that Atlantic World carnivals, in particular, have long functioned as “heritage
industries,” especially through appropriating repertoires associated with Blackness and representing them as authentic national heritage.
As Les Roberts and Sara Cohen argue, however, “working alongside, or in
some cases in opposition to, authorized forms of popular music Heritage there
exists a set of heritage practices that can provisionally be described as ‘unauthorized’ but which are in all other respects not really conceived of as ‘heritage’ at
all” (2014:258). By contrast, I suggest that if they are not conceived as heritage,
they are not “unauthorized heritage” but rather the negation of heritage, or
what I am calling “disinheritance.” Indeed, largely missing from the literature
on heritage is exploration of how communities distinguish themselves from
heritage regimes and examination of the reasons for doing so. The process of
cultural disinheritance may be more literal for some than for others, such as those
raised to go to the Rex Ball who have actively rejected privileged White carnival
traditions or those raised to go see the samba schools but who did not feel that
the performers represented their communities. But in all cases discussed here,
by disinheritance, I mean that alternative Whiter communities actively seek to
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disassociate themselves from the dominant structures of Whiteness in which
they are interpellated by virtue of being racialized as White and that they do
not seek to inherit the official heritage repertoires of Blackness, as neither are
they construed as authentic heritage bearers by virtue of their Whiteness.
In the embrace of musical eclecticism, these brass bands and the scenes they
mobilize critique and expand the dominant repertoires of carnival beyond the
festivity’s available heritage repertoires and beyond their local contexts, affirming
new expressive carnival worlds. While not necessarily rejecting heritage itself,
they reject the notion that carnival is only about tradition, and they seek to
renew the celebration of spontaneity and freedom that is also a part of carnival
discourse (Bakhtin [1941] 1984).

Parallel and Translocal Carnivals of
the Alternative White Atlantic
But why think about New Orleans and Rio de Janeiro in relation to one another?
As a former college professor of mine was fond of saying, “The thing about
comparing things is that different things are different.” This is, however, not
an attempt to compare but rather an investigation into a translocal scene of
alternative Whiter brass bands where songs like “Cariñito” travel between cities
through the horn. Methodologically, a fruitful way to argue that a phenomenon
like the alternative Whiter brass band scene is translocal is certainly to examine
it in more than one place. In recent decades, transnational scenes of alternative brass bands of which these bands are expressions have grown increasingly
networked. Since 2006, Whiter HONK! street festivals of alternative brass bands
have emerged in the United States, Brazil, and other countries around the world
and have acted to consolidate this network (Snyder, Garofalo, and Allen 2020).
My point, however, is not just to point out this scene’s current translocalness but
also to understand deeper connections between race and aesthetic preference
in festive traditions in the Atlantic World. In other words, these cases in New
Orleans and Rio de Janeiro are roughly parallel because they are regionally and
historically connected.
While Paul Gilroy (1995) has famously theorized the Black Atlantic as a diasporic circulatory system through which Afro-diasporic peoples have positioned
themselves, less focus, deservedly so, has been paid to what Ruth Frankenberg
(1997) calls “the White Atlantic,” a framework for interpreting Whiteness also
as a diasporic and circulatory system. For Gilroy, the Black Atlantic is a force of
“counter-modernity” in relation to White hegemonic modernity, what one might
call the White Atlantic. Colonial domination forced Afro-diasporic peoples
into “double-consciousness” (Du Bois 1903), fractured between Blackness and
hegemonic Whiteness. Unlike both the Black and White Atlantics, communities
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of what I call the “alternative White Atlantic,” in disinheriting hegemonic Whiteness, seek multiple senses of consciousness from a position of privilege.
In making this argument that alternative Whiteness is translocal, I draw on
a history of thinking about carnival cross-culturally and about the larger circulations of race, aesthetics, and festivity in the Atlantic World (DaMatta [1979] 1991;
Roach 1996; Dunn 2007), taking as my point of departure Christopher Dunn’s
suggestion that “the carnivals of New Orleans, Rio de Janeiro, and Salvador
were structurally parallel, notwithstanding significant differences in terms of
social and cultural context” (2007:857). My aim here is to illuminate continuities
between these parallel histories with contemporary structural parallels in the
emerging alternative carnivals of Rio and New Orleans in order to understand
the transnational context in which the disinheritance of Orquestra Voadora and
Panorama takes place.
Moreover, comparisons between Rio de Janeiro and New Orleans are not
uncommon. Commenting on his own sense of the parallels between the cities,
Tim Malik, the American tuba player of Rio’s Orquestra Voadora, who had lived
in New Orleans before moving to Rio, related to me, “Sometimes I feel like New
Orleans is Rio ‘light.’ . . . A lot of the same things that I used to say about New
Orleans you can also say about Rio but to a much greater extent, whether it be
the lawlessness, or the pervasiveness of music, or the party atmosphere, or how
big carnival is, or race relations, or the corrupt police” (interview with the author,
June 12, 2015, Rio de Janeiro). Annie Gibson observes that Brazilian immigrants
in New Orleans are “perhaps unique among immigrant groups there, [as] they
have found moments in which they do not need a cultural translation dictionary” (2015:146). For two far-flung cities in different countries, there is indeed
a high degree of circulation between them for those attracted to a certain kind
of musical city. But what are the historical “structural parallels” to which Dunn
refers that these contemporary expressions of alternative Whiteness disinherit?
In the history of carnivals throughout the Atlantic World, one can glean
parallel developments that illustrate broader transnational power shifts at play
across different societies. In both mid-nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro and
New Orleans, civilizing programs made efforts to clamp down on the chaos
of popular carnival festivities, such as Rio’s entrudo, which involved spraying
passersby with foul liquids (Queiroz 1992), and the chaos of New Orleans’s
“promiscuous maskers” (Mitchell 1995). Seeking to discipline formerly enslaved
people in both societies, the Whiter bourgeois modeled their elite carnivals on
Parisian and Venetian forms with masked balls and elegant floats in an attempt
to culturally dominate the cities, part of a broader bourgeoisification of carnival
festivities in the Atlantic World (Ferreira 2014).
In Rio, these grandes sociedades emerged in the late nineteenth century
along with an emerging discourse of “Whitening” (branqueamento) and official
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government efforts to attract European immigrants. New Orleans’s famous
“krewes,” carnival organizations that roll through the city during carnival, have
a sinister racial history connected to White supremacist organizations. While
they appear to be the authentic cultural expressions of the exceptional difference
of the United States’ “French city,” they were predominantly Anglo-American
carnival expressions that emerged during Reconstruction in order to enforce
cultural dominance upon French Creoles and Blacker people, using satire to
lambast the federal government during Reconstruction. When the New Orleans
city commission forced the krewes to racially integrate in 1991 in order to continue using public city space, some of the oldest krewes chose simply to end
their parades instead, continuing segregationist practices in private (Mitchell
1995).
Dunn (2007) notes that the parallel histories of these two carnivals in some
ways depart from one another in the early twentieth century, as do the racial
configurations of their respective countries. State power in Brazil, as in other
Latin American countries, enforced new national narratives of racial mixing,
or mestiçagem, while the United States remained entrenched in legalized segregation. In Rio de Janeiro, the Afro-Brazilian samba schools came to occupy
center stage after suffering repression during Rio’s fin-de-siècle “civilizing” and
Whitening period, when it had attempted to convert itself into the “Paris of the
tropics.” Benefiting from the populism of Getúlio Vargas’s government from
1930 to 1945, as well as an increasingly hegemonic discourse of “racial democracy” that celebrated mixing and the supposedly “harmonious” coexistence of
Brazil’s racial groups, the samba schools became the “authentic” celebration of
Rio’s carnival. Through the mediation of radio, samba, a mixed-race tradition
that was framed as primarily Afro-Brazilian, was authenticated as the national
heritage of all Brazilians (McCann 2004). In 1984 the sambódromo parade route
was built to create a spectacle that could be mediatized on the world stage.
Jazz, a hybrid music that is nevertheless framed as an authentically Black
expression of New Orleans, played a similar role in the United States, rising
quickly in the early twentieth century to become a national musical heritage
of the United States, as did many Black genres throughout the New World in
their respective nations. Many commentators have argued that the mixed-race
musical form of jazz could have only arisen in New Orleans because of the
similarity of its racial politics to those of the Caribbean and Latin America.
Like the broader Latin American world, enslaved people in New Orleans before
Anglicization could buy their freedom, Black people could sometimes openly
practice cultural traditions as they did in Congo Square, and relaxed anxieties
about racial mixing distinguished these societies from the racial intolerance of
other parts of North America (Sublette 2008). Despite the eventual celebration
of jazz as representative of the United States’ pluralistic democracy, the rise of
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the genre did not take place alongside an official discourse celebrating Blackness
and mixing, as samba did in Brazil.
Indeed, jazz emerged, perhaps improbably, to the status of national culture
in a firmly segregated society that had legalized racial division since Plessy v.
Ferguson, a case that condemned a Creole New Orleanian who attempted to
pass as White in protest of segregation. Instead, he found the ambivalent New
Orleanian conception of race officially fractured by Anglo-American racial
binarism. To complicate matters further, New Orleans still shares with Brazil
and Latin America a celebratory discourse of racial and cultural mixing, sometimes expressed through the metaphor of “gumbo,” despite the legacies of Anglo
segregationist policy. As a former New Orleans saxophonist points out, “Some
White New Orleanians think and will tell you that race works differently in New
Orleans. They’ll tell you about Creoleness. They won’t quite say something like
I’m not White, I’m from New Orleans, but they kind of mean it. Performing
New Orleanian is to deflect your Whiteness. It’s New Orleans exceptionalism”
(interview with the author, March 10, 2018, Oakland, CA). Likewise, in Rio I
observed the well-documented tendency for Whiter people in Brazil to frame
their identities more around class than racial terms. Despite the staying power
of these celebrations of racial mixing, however, in neither city are Whiter communities held up as the authentic sonic bearers of the city’s traditions. The
concealment of race is betrayed by the popularity of Blackness.
Both cities are major heritage sites for the musical history of their respective
countries even if they retain a different status. In the processes of nationalization
of these cities’ heritage, Rio de Janeiro became the iconic Brazilian city, the political and cultural capital of mixed-race Brazil. New Orleans, on the other hand,
was relegated as a regional and exceptional city within the segregated American
nation despite its momentous contributions to American music (Dunn 2007;
Leland 2009). Unlike Rio de Janeiro, where the samba-enredo is the official genre
of carnival for which samba schools compete for the best song and performance,
New Orleans Mardi Gras is not similarly associated with official musical genres
and does not sponsor competitions for best songs, as is done in Rio and other
Atlantic World carnivals. While less formalized, it is the music of Black second
line bands and high school marching bands rooted in Black musical aesthetics
that provide the principal musical repertoires of the official krewes.
Indeed, in making an argument about alternative Whiteness that cuts
across the United States and Brazil through the White Atlantic, it is important
to acknowledge the strong differences in racial formation between the two countries. The “racial democracy” is still an animating idea even in somewhat leftist
scenes in Brazil. Brazil, and Rio in particular, is extremely racially mixed. Who
counts as White in Brazil is highly contested, and people racialized as White in
Brazil might be racialized as Black or as a person of color in the United States.
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In the United States, on the other hand, the rhetoric of racial polarity betrays the
reality of mixing, such as the case of President Obama, who, despite his White
mother, is always the “first Black president.”
Due to such differing contexts of national racial formation, for Brazilian
sociologist Roberto DaMatta ([1979] 1991), who compares Rio’s Blacker samba
schools to New Orleans’s Whiter krewes, the divergent histories of these carnivals
have meant that Rio’s carnival represents an “egalitarian and inclusive” ideal in
relation to the “segregated and exclusive carnival in New Orleans.” That is, for
DaMatta, Rio’s carnival is a ritual of subversion, while New Orleans is a ritual
of intensification. DaMatta’s impression might appear true at first comparisons.
While in the samba schools, masses of poorer and Blacker communities become
the face of the Brazilian nation during carnival, at the official New Orleans Mardi
Gras krewe parades, Blacker high school marching bands provide the soundtrack
of pop covers and second line tunes but play a subservient role to the Whiter
revelers playing aristocrats on floats who toss “throws”—beads, dubloons, and
cups—to the revelers below. Lighting their way are Blacker flambeaux, who
have provided light with flame torches to lead the way for the Whiter krewes
since before the advent of public lighting (Mitchell 1995). King Rex, the official
king of New Orleans Mardi Gras, is generally a White businessman, while his
parallel in Rio, Rei Momo, is generally a Black man. In this view, New Orleans
reasserts racial hierarchies, while Brazil subverts them.
DaMatta has been critiqued, however, for generalizing about the New
Orleans carnival that he had never himself experienced, neglecting Black New
Orleans carnival expressions, and making a false equivalence between the samba
schools and the krewes (Dunn 1992, 2007).7 As Dunn points out, the historical
equivalent of the krewes was not the samba schools but the grandes sociedades,
which died out along with the rhetoric of Whitening in Brazil in favor of racial
democracy. Dunn invites us to imagine counterfactual histories in which either
of these carnivals, cities, and countries might have taken divergent paths, asking
“what might have been” (2007:853).
As I stood with Dunn on Mardi Gras Day 2018 watching the Black Mardi
Gras under the Claiborne bridge, the I-10 interstate that ripped through the
Black cultural thoroughfare of New Orleans, he speculated: What if, under an
alternative American cultural politics, instead of persecuting and harassing
the Mardi Gras Indians who parade under the bridge, New Orleans elites had
transformed this thoroughfare into an official parade route akin to the sambódromo with thousands of Mardi Gras Indians parading and competing against
one another?8 What if samba had remained persecuted rather than appropriated
under a more explicitly White supremacist Brazilian nation-state in which the
“racial democracy” never materialized and the grandes sociedades had continued to reign supreme? Such “what ifs” are not mere historical curiosities. They
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bespeak the highly contingent developments that led to two countries founded
on slavery taking different paths with regard to official race relation narratives.
As Dunn writes, despite the differences that “reside ‘in the details,’ the proverbial ‘devil’” of racism “presides in both” (2007:860). Like Trump, Brazil’s
neofascist president, Jair Bolsonaro, regularly makes disparaging comments
about the country’s Black population. Brazil’s rhetoric of “racial democracy”
has been widely critiqued and empirically discredited (Paschel 2016). The blocos afro in Salvador and other cultural movements have asserted an alternative
transnational Blackness as a rejection of purported national racial harmony. In
these respects, race relations in the Atlantic World might not appear or sound
so different.
In an age of global neoliberalism, both cities have continued to embrace
Black cultural expressions as what George Yúdice (2003) calls “cultural expedients,” or important cultural resources for economic development and asserting
local distinction on the global stage. “Culture districts,” like Lapa in Rio de
Janeiro and Frenchmen Street in New Orleans, have received massive investment
as spaces available for the touristic consumption of Black genres. As heritage
cities for the production of Afro-diasporic music in the Atlantic World, they both
face “a similar danger of becoming caricatures of themselves,” as British trumpeter and Rio resident Tom Ashe observed (interview with the author, October
23, 2014, Rio de Janeiro). The pressures to reproduce the heritage repertoires
of these cities has only grown as both have received heightened mediatized
coverage in the global imaginary. Hurricane Katrina put New Orleans on the
cultural map for many Americans. As Black New Orleanians suffered the worst
consequences of displacement, the city became Whiter, younger, and more hipster, as depicted in the HBO series Tremé (Campanella 2013). In Rio de Janeiro,
the hosting of World Cup events in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016 produced
significant pressures that heightened gentrification and produced higher costs
of living (Jaguaribe 2014). Far from becoming more globally homogeneous,
therefore, both cities have commodified their respective heritage repertoires to
mark themselves with distinction and garner the economic capital they might
reap from their cultural capital. Alternative Whiter musicians seek to disinherit
this system and its historical legacies and to sound different.

Alternative Whiter Carnivals of New Orleans
and Rio de Janeiro
It’s Mardi Gras Day 2018, the last day of carnival, which in New Orleans is the
culmination of the festivities. While many tourists flock to the Rex and Zulu
parades and the Blacker Mardi Gras Indians set out on less touristed streets,
in the historically French Marigny neighborhood, an alternative Whiter crowd
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dressed in all sorts of imaginative costumes has gathered for the St. Anthony’s
Ramblers Parade. St. Anthony, interestingly for the theme of disinheritance, is
the saint of lost things. He inspires a quasi-religious benediction by one of the
organizers before the parade begins: “Everyone here today carries a piece that
someone else is missing. Our job is to find each other and sew ourselves together
into the fabric of this city. . . . We are so much stronger together than we are
apart. . . . Together we are home. Ramblers, bless you, bless the Panorama Brass
Band. Let’s do this thing!” To a soundtrack of Ethiopian jazz, klezmer, and trad
jazz, Panorama leads the ebullient ramblers through the downtown neighborhoods, crossing into Blacker neighborhoods, until finally entering the French
Quarter. They play their “Mardi Gras Sasa,” a Balkan brass tune repurposed
for carnival that the band’s director has noticed turning up on more carnival
playlists through internet search engines using the words “Mardi Gras.”9 At one
of our stops, we see the Mardi Gras Indians pass by. The band ceases to play as
we all watch in reverence as this exceptional expression of New Orleans Black
musical heritage crosses our alternative mode of belonging.
Panorama Brass Band has been mobilizing the St. Anthony’s Ramblers
Parade since at least 2000. Mardi Gras Traditions describes the band as “a mesmerizing fount of world music filtered through a propulsive New Orleans traditional jazz sensibility” (Breunlin 2018). For the band, the Mardi Gras Day parade
is the culmination of seventeen days of intense outdoor musical activity, from
the Krewe du Vieux parade until Fat Tuesday itself, including the Box of Wine

Figure 1. Panorama on Mardi Gras Day 2018. Photo by the author.
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Parade, Dead Beans, Morpheus, and Krewe du Jieux (a Jewish marching club).
Panorama refers to two formations, a sit-down “jazz band” that plays much
more than jazz and a larger brass band largely confined to carnival activities.
The band’s director, Ben Schenck, a White Quaker Marylander, is a clarinetist whose affinity for the instrument drew him to trad jazz, eventually bringing
him in 1988 to New Orleans, where he played in Kermit Ruffins’s band and the
New Orleans Klezmer All Stars, among others. Playing the clarinet brought him
in dialogue with a wider range of eclectic repertoires, such as eastern European
klezmer and Creole biguine from Martinique, an encounter he describes as an
almost erotic longing: “I heard this really sexy exotic clarinet. ‘What is that?
I gotta have it.’ . . . It’s like having this erotic crush. . . . [Drawing on so many
repertoires] means [that we can go from] bringing you this kind of party to
bringing you that kind of party.” Indeed, the band was launched as a musically
eclectic project from the beginning. The word “Panorama,” he tells me, “has to
do with the breadth of our repertoire” (interview with the author, March 13,
2018, New Orleans, LA). On the cover of its album Panoramaland (2005), the
band imagines a map in which New Orleans is still part of the state of Louisiana but not contiguous to Texas, Mississippi, and Arkansas. Rather, Louisiana
is surrounded by eastern European countries and Mexico and is very near the
islands of New York and Martinique.
Assembling a brass band in New Orleans inevitably provokes comparisons
to the primarily Black second line brass band parades, an iconic expression
of New Orleans Black culture. These bands are certainly part of the heritage
repertoires of the city in ways that a band like Panorama is not. In choosing
the name Panorama, however, Schenck was also trying to find something that

Figure 2. Cover of Panoramaland.
Watercolor by John Gerken and
graphic design by Donna Musarra.
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would situate the band in relation to the heritage of brass bands in New Orleans:
“I was trying to pick something that was kind of generic, unpretentious, and I
was thinking of the old line—Eureka, Olympic, Onward, Young Tuxedo, the old
traditional brass bands. Panorama was kind of a word like Eureka or Onward.”
Nevertheless, Schenck describes an uneasy relationship for Panorama in relation to the local brass band heritage of the city: “I don’t want to sell us as a New
Orleans brass band. It would be worse than pretentious if we tried to identify
ourselves as a second line band” (interview with the author, March 13, 2018,
New Orleans, LA).
Unlike the almost entirely Black second line scene, few of Panorama’s musicians are originally from New Orleans. Disinheriting their own homes, they
mostly gravitated there for its unique musical culture, the Whiter members
generally finding the city’s musical communities too segregated to break into the
Black scenes. Indeed, many Blacker cultural scenes in New Orleans are mindful
not to integrate with Whiter people and let their practices be gentrified. Whiter
participants in Black cultural institutions such as Mardi Gras Indians, social aid
and pleasure clubs, and second line bands are rare to nonexistent. As a White
saxophonist noted, “It’s a rare twenty-something White kid who moves to New
Orleans wanting to play Black brass music and perseveres.” “There have to be
other modes of belonging?” I asked. “Yeah,” he responded. “You go find your
scene, which means in part finding people who look like you.” For this musician,
Panorama offers an alternative way to be White in relation the city’s problematic
racial politics. The band’s engagements with European ethnic music in particular offer a way to “pass as not-American White. They’re passing as European”
(interview with the author, March 10, 2018, Oakland, CA).
Schenck is acutely aware of and laments Panorama’s limited racial demographics. At the time of my research, the band had a single Black member, the
talented sousaphone player. Schenck aims to find members closely aligned with
the aesthetic pursuit of playing a wide range of particular genres rather than
musicians who focus primarily on New Orleans’s own diverse musical styles.
While he wants more Black musicians, he is also concerned with the pitfalls of
perceived tokenization of musicians who may not share this aesthetic pursuit.
Panorama exists within the landscape of a segregated city and country in which
particular aesthetic affinities reflect racial and class divides.10
For Schenck, negotiating the fault lines of the musical and racial grounds
of New Orleans is a dilemma: “Not being from here, I don’t feel like I own that
legacy. I don’t identify, outside of Top Forty music, as having ‘my people’s music,’
a culture of musical heritage that I feel that I came up with.” The self-conscious
decision not to be a New Orleans band and reject ownership of that heritage
means some economic loss of opportunities: “People come for a convention,
and they want a jazz band. I have to tell them that we’d love to do it, but I gotta
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tell you that we don’t play that much New Orleans music. Some people go for
it and love it, and some people say thanks but no thanks” (interview with the
author, March 13, 2018, New Orleans, LA). Bands like Panorama, then, offer an
alternative way to be White in relation to the city’s musical heritage by seeking
to position themselves as not authentically New Orleanian but still at home.
This is not to say that Panorama completely disinherits New Orleans music.
The band often drops into trad jazz tunes from their diverse range of repertoire.
Schenck explained, “Jazz comes from here; it’s in the soil, in the air. That’s the
context in which we play all this other stuff. The other music that we play is held
up to the musical heritage of New Orleans. And then you hear it in relief against
that background” (interview with the author, March 13, 2018, New Orleans, LA).
In this way, Panorama leads the St. Anthony’s Ramblers to find home in a place
where many of them did not grow up, where the official carnival heritage has
been constructed in such a way that they might not otherwise belong.
Separated by hemisphere but united by the carnival tradition, Orquestra
Voadora launches into action almost simultaneously in Rio de Janeiro. Voadora
is a much larger ensemble—the band Orquestra Voadora counts about fifteen
members, but each year they mobilize a bloco of up to four hundred musicians,
who play for as many as one hundred thousand people in attendance. Balkan
brass, New Orleans second line, and countercultural songs from the Brazilian
tropicália movement are mixed with Brazilian rhythms. Independently created
carnival costumes, from superhero characters to unicorns and rainbows, disguise fraternizing musicians and audiences. Stilt walkers blow glitter into the air
above the musicians, covering everyone in a sparkly rainbow dust. Musicians
have traveled from throughout the Americas and Europe to play in this massive,
participatory ensemble.11
Orquestra Voadora is one of the most popular blocos of Rio de Janeiro’s
street carnival. Among many of the Whiter “alternative middle class,” Voadora’s
annual performance is now a main feature of carnival not to be missed. The bloco
is at the center of an explosive and exponentially growing musical movement
of brass and drum ensembles in Rio de Janeiro, called neofanfarrismo. Unlike
some of the Whiter participants in New Orleans, many neofanfarristas are from
Rio de Janeiro, though the movement includes many international participants
and other Brazilians from outside the city. They are generally not, however, from
the favelas, the Blacker neighborhoods that have been held up as the “authentic
source” of Brazilian music (McCann 2004). On festive occasions, Rio’s Whiter
middle-class residents are often consumers rather than producers of “authentic”
musical heritage, while Blacker citizens, of course, experience alterity through
various forms of discrimination.
This White distancing from official carnival had been at play in particular
before the street carnival revival brought middle-class Whiter residents back to
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Figure 3. Orquestra Voadora on Carnival Tuesday 2015. Photo
by the author.

the streets during the pre-Lenten season beginning in the late 1980s. My interlocutors felt that the city’s famous samba schools had been commodified and
turned into touristic spectacles that commodified Blacker bodies and sounds.
Neofanfarristas recall that in their youth, carnival was a time to leave Rio de
Janeiro to the hordes of tourists. Some professed hyperbolically to me that there
was at that time “no carnival.” While it is not uncommon to see a few middle-
class Whiter people from Rio and elsewhere participate in samba schools—
indeed, I paraded with Estácio de Sá—the cultural barriers are strong enough
to effectively prevent the Whiter middle classes from participating in the samba
schools in considerable numbers.
The Whiter brass bloco movement that emerged with the street carnival
revival toward the end of the 1990s first expanded the festivity’s primary focus
on samba and marchinha to incorporate a broader variety of Brazilian music
before drawing on international brass genres. As this brass carnival movement
grew year by year into the 2000s, Rio de Janeiro itself experienced an economic
boom and would host World Cup events in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016.
Saxophonist Thiago Queiroz recounted that “Rio became much more cosmopolitan. There were more foreigners here. We started to travel much more. Ten
years ago, it was much more difficult. It became much more international due
to this capitalist phenomenon.” Saxophonist Pedro Pamplona suggested that the
role of the internet in this diversification cannot be underestimated. Describing a sonic approximation not unlike the map of Panoramaland, he explained,
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“We started to hear all kinds of music from anywhere in the world with much
more ease. Balkan music became closer. The universe of music of Latin America
became closer. And I heard some things, and damn, I thought, this music would
be great in carnival!” (interview with the author, December 16, 2014, Rio de
Janeiro).
The influx of middle-class educated foreigners into the city, as in New
Orleans, created a community that, like other middle-class Whiter residents
of Rio, did not fully feel that the heritage of carnival was theirs. A precursor
to Orquestra Voadora, Songoro Cosongo, was, for example, a bloco that was
formed by musicians from Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina, Chile, and Brazil.
They played an eclectic repertoire of music from around Latin America. Italian
trumpeter Bruno de Nicola related:
For me, it all started with Songoro Cosongo. The influence came from abroad, Latin
American inspiration from outside Brazil. I think that change never comes from the
center. It comes always from the periphery, always from outside. In terms of the brass
bands of Rio, it came from outside, from people who came together and resolved
that in carnival you could play other things. It’s not just marchinha. I swear that until
2006 you only heard marchinha in the street, at least from the fanfarras. Songoro
Cosongo comes and says no, you can play cumbia, merengue in Rio’s carnival. Really
for a long time my foreign perception is that Rio’s culture is very provincial. It feeds
on itself. And there was little opening to the outside. However, things are changing
in this sense. . . . This came even here, a city in which things are very much from
Rio. Songoro Cosongo was the match, and Orquestra Voadora—boom—lit the fire.
(interview with the author, January 15, 2016, Rio de Janeiro)

Amid this opening to international sounds and exchanges, trombonist
Juliano Pires called a meeting of brass musicians after the carnival of 2008. These
musicians founded Orquestra Voadora in order to explore diverse repertoires
and play throughout the year. With similar racial demographics to Panorama,
notwithstanding more racial mixing in Brazil, Orquestra Voadora’s band at the
time of my fieldwork had a single member racialized as Black, a trumpeter. With
the band’s name translating to Flying Orchestra, members meant to evoke that
they could play anywhere because of their mobile instrumentation. But equally
important is the band’s proposition that it could play any repertoire. Linking
these physical and aesthetic mobilities, Voadora’s album cover proclaims the
band’s cosmopolitanism with a visual parody of Yellow Submarine, with brass
instruments powering a flying blimp.
Voadora’s eclecticism owes much to its travels and meetings with other
international bands. The band has toured through western Europe, Brazil, and
Colombia and has hosted bands from France, the United States, Chile, and Benin.
Trumpeter Daniel Paiva of Orquestra Voadora described how their musically
eclectic aesthetic emerged: “[With the internet], we started listening to American and European brass bands—Youngblood Brass Band, Fanfare Ciocărlia.
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Figure 4. Cover of Ferro Velho.
Illustration by Danilo Lucas and
art by Marina Taddei.

Everyone loves the New Orleans bands—Rebirth, Dirty Dozen. Our carnival
links us with carnivals in other places. We have our carnival, but we also hear
the carnivals of New Orleans and of Colombia. We went looking for these kinds
of sounds as much through carnival as through the [instrumental] formation of
the brass band” (interview with the author, October 28, 2014, Rio de Janeiro).
Similar to Schenck’s conception of the brass band not as a local ensemble but as
a collection of instruments that is linked to diverse forms of music throughout
the world, Paiva positions carnival traditions in other places and the brass band
instrumental formation as sites of reference beyond the local or national frames.
For Paiva, carnival musical traditions forge not only a link to Rio’s or Brazil’s
past but also a multisited musical map of the Atlantic World from which to draw
that might enrich Rio’s carnival.
While Panorama Brass Band, as we have seen, drops into trad jazz and New
Orleans grooves in order to put the diverse genres in relation to where “they are
from,” the bands of Rio’s neofanfarrismo movement integrate Brazilian genres,
including Rio’s samba and marchinha, with Balkan songs, Afrobeat tunes, and
global pop music. In both cases, alternative Whiteness is not necessarily a rejection of the deep musical heritage of these scenes’ respective carnivals but rather
a distinct way for these bands to position themselves in relation to it. The bands’
cosmopolitan position mediates a conversation between “world music” and the
local Black musical heritage. These Whiter middle-class musicians recount that
these aesthetic choices have offered a way for them to express themselves “more
authentically” than if they limited themselves to playing the local genres associated with Blackness or involved themselves with conservative Whiter scenes.
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Along with the musically eclectic aesthetics examined so far, other expressive practices of these two alternative Whiter scenes take common departures
from the dominant practices of their respective carnival. For example, carnival
certainly celebrates masquerading and costuming, but a clear preference for
individually created do-it-yourself costumes is observable in the alternative
brass parades in both cities. By contrast, in New Orleans’s official krewes, those
who ride the parade floats are generally costumed according to a theme that
portrays aesthetic unity, while the Blacker brass bands ahead of them march
in matching marching band uniforms. The standard of costuming for revelers
attending the major krewe parades is not high, and many depend solely on the
beads thrown out by the passing krewes, growing more “costumed” as the night
goes on. Industrially made and easily obtained masks from tourist shops provide
those making slightly more effort at costuming with additional materials.
The costumes of the Black Mardi Gras, such as the Mardi Gras Indians,
while ornate and beautiful, are created with a view toward aesthetic unity of one’s
“tribe” and are conceived as communal heritage. Likewise, in Rio de Janeiro, the
samba school costumes are assigned to participants as part of the larger parade
theme, while onlookers in the parade route do not necessarily go to great lengths
to costume themselves. Brass band participants in Rio look down upon revelers
at blocos they view as mainstream, where wearing a bloco’s T-shirt and the hats
provided by the official beer vendor can count as carnival costumes.
The alternative Whiter carnivals in both cities, on the other hand, celebrate
individually created costumes and an eclectic diversity of expressions. One White
carnival reveler mused that in order to attend the alternative Whiter carnival
parade of St. Anne’s in New Orleans, he would need to put much more effort
into a costume. The large beads he had collected would not aesthetically suffice.
Indeed, in New Orleans’s alternative scene, the throwing of plastic beads is largely
regarded as wasteful and distasteful. For Helena Tyrrell, a White seamstress in
Rio who creates custom-made costumes for carnival, imaginative and individual
costumes are a “serious business”: “Carnival is the great stage for you to express
yourself freely. The carnival costume is your vehicle for you to put out what is
inside of you and what you want to explode. The carnival costume is a great
form of expression of your id and of whatever facet of it you want to play with”
(interview with the author, January 11, 2016, Rio de Janeiro). This concern for
aesthetic individualism stands in contrast to the official and commercialized
costuming repertoires and parallels the broader predilection for eclecticism of
alternative Whiteness.
The alternative Whiter brass parades in both cities also often exist in an
uneasy relationship with official permitting and the standardized parade routes
demanded by city officials, and they stand in contrast to the mainstream manifestations that do not eschew officialdom. While many of these alternative carnival
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groups do attain official status, others evade such requirements by proclaiming
an “authentically” spontaneous carnival, which has led to tense confrontations
with the police in both cities. The countercultural Krewe of Eris in New Orleans
never requests permission and embraces antiauthoritarianism, which led to an
intense police confrontation in 2011 with tear gas and arrests. Groups of revelers
roam through the official parade routes before the official parade rolls, taking
advantage of their premade audiences. This was initially how the alternative
Whiter Box of Wine parade, in which paraders mobilized by brass bands liberally
pour wine from boxes into the mouths of passersby, emerged as an unofficial
prelude to the official Krewe of Bacchus parade. Upon confrontation with the
police, the Box of Wine parade did eventually become official, though it continues to walk a precarious line. As its founder, Ann Marie Coviello, remarked, “If
Box of Wine is doing what it’s supposed to do, it’s violating several ordinances,
many laws and various bans, taboos and prohibitions” (Breunlin 2018). Mardi
Gras Traditions describes it as the “Mardi Gras equivalent of Burning Man, the
annual gathering in the Nevada desert featuring alternative artistic expression
and inspired tribal mayhem. There is no pre-programmed, controlling aesthetic,
but rather joyous license to indulge alter egos and nurture wacky fantasies and
do-it-yourself ingenuity” (Breunlin 2018).
In Rio de Janeiro too, resistance to officialdom is celebrated as an “authentic” element of the carnival tradition in distinction to the order enforced by city
officials. The organizing group of Desliga, meaning “to disconnect” and a play
on the word liga, or carnival “leagues,” articulates a fierce message of resistance
toward official carnival:
The Desliga dos Blocos, which fights against the excess of rules and commodification of carnival . . . has had a decisive role in the resistance of the authentic popular
festival that is carnival. If on the one hand, blocos and leagues have succumbed to
the call of capital and profit, on the other dozens of blocos have been created in Rio
following the example of the free carnival that is practiced by the Cordão do Boi
Tolo and others no less important. . . . Long live the authentic and popular street
carnival of Rio de Janeiro!!! (Desliga 2015)

The brass bloco of Boi Tolo to which Desliga refers parades with no planned
route, no planned repertoire, and no official musicians. In 2015, for example,
the parade illegally entered Rio’s domestic airport for no other reason than to
carnivalize it. In 2016, the year of the Olympics, participants were met with tear
gas and were dispersed as the city sought to clamp down on unofficial events.
While unofficial events in both cities that prize resistance to the official carnival
industries are sometimes met with repression, this resistance to officialdom could
also be seen in both places as an expression of White privilege, or the relative
freedom to mobilize masses of Whiter people without adhering to formal guidelines, though I am certainly not suggesting that they should not disobey the law.
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But Blacker revelers in both cities who skirt the lines of officialdom walk a far
more precarious line of tolerance, as widely documented police repression of
Black culture in both cities confirms (Sakakeeny 2013; McCann 2004). In other
words, alternative Whiter musicians create an alternative carnival often outside
of official requirements from a place of immense privilege that tolerates acting
and sounding different.

Conclusions
If we take Brazil’s “myth” of racial democracy as indeed a myth, a discourse of
obfuscation in the longer legacies of racial domination and commodification
in the Atlantic World, we can observe the longer historical structural parallels
between the two carnivals, as well as their continuities in the present. It is in
reaction to the common history of White supremacy and the commodification of
musical Blackness as heritage that alternative Whiter carnivals, often mobilized
by brass and percussion ensembles, have emerged in the past couple decades in
both cities. They have sought to critique and expand the available repertoires of
carnival and the possibilities of belonging within the festivity through articulating an aesthetic based in particular racial and class positions. As in earlier
“structurally parallel” moments of carnival histories between these two cities,
the emergence of these musically eclectic Whiter alternative carnival traditions
reflects translocal cultural, economic, and political developments.
The particular genres and songs shared between these bands is not only a
product of similar aesthetic preferences governed by roughly parallel race relations. Songs like “Cariñito” surface in both Rio de Janeiro’s and New Orleans’s
carnivals because they circulate within a translocal scene in the alternative White
Atlantic, in which they have attained the status of standards, and these bands
have transformed the aesthetics of their respective carnivals beyond tradition
and heritage. Indeed, as a transnational Whiter brass band network has grown
in cities throughout the West, New Orleans and Rio de Janeiro have become
important sites of heritage and even pilgrimage within the global HONK! movement. Brass bands like my own Mission Delirium and others throughout the
Atlantic World circulate between them, privileging the opportunity to witness
and musically contribute to the annual carnivals in both locales.
Since 2015, Rio de Janeiro’s neofanfarrismo movement has hosted its own
transnational brass band festival, the HONK! Rio Festival of Activist Brass Bands,
increasing visits of international bands to its shores and latching onto the global
HONK! network. Rio’s neofanfarrista bands hold New Orleans as a place of great
inspiration, and some have visited the city, often in conjunction with travels to
HONK! alternative brass band festivals in the United States, while many New
Orleanian musicians display a curiosity and fondness for Brazil. As saxophonist
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Pedro Pamplona suggested, musing over the eclectic repertoires now circulating
in the streets of Rio de Janeiro that come from elsewhere, “We are all united by the
street, united by the traditions of music in the street”(interview with the author,
December 16, 2014, Rio de Janeiro). This is a beautiful view, but it is predicated
on the mobility privileges of Whiteness that allow the movement of street bands
to streets in other places that have their own official heritage repertoires.
I have argued that carnival practices are primarily rituals of intensification
that provide particular communities vehicles of social distinction. In this sense,
carnival’s famed creation of communitas is not necessarily a myth, but this communitas is largely bounded by racial, class, and ethnic lines that characterize social life
more broadly. More specifically, I have argued that alternative Whiteness embraces
musical eclecticism in order to disinherit the dominant local heritage regimes
in the Atlantic World and beyond. This embrace of cosmopolitanism is mostly
a reflection not of a more multicultural community but rather of an embrace of
the position of the omnivore. In disinheritance, alternative Whiteness confronts
a vacuum of musical heritage and identity. Speaking to this sense of emptiness,
a former New Orleans saxophonist joked that, like nature, “Whiteness abhors a
vacuum.” In drawing on musically eclectic resources, it seeks to fill its void.
In this “filling,” “musical eclecticism” is perhaps nothing more than the
White proclivity for cultural appropriation. The problematics of such questions
for affected communities appear highly contingent. While Schenck, for example,
is concerned with not appropriating the identity of a Black New Orleans second
line band, he has found that, though he is not Jewish, Panorama is welcomed,
greatly appreciated, and frequently hired by New Orleans’s Jewish community
for its mastery of klezmer. Perhaps the strategy of not claiming a single marginalized heritage practice in favor of a wider variety of music creates a postmodern
“pastiche” (Jameson 1991) that appears for many beyond reproach for its embrace
of diversity, as Matt Sakakeeny has suggested to me. In a context where the bread
and butter of New Orleans’s and Rio’s musical life is dance party music, which is
virtually synonymous in both places with local Black music, playing dance music
from other parts of the world allows these musicians access into the cities’ musical
life and its economic rewards without overtly appropriating local Black heritage.
Moreover, as percussionist Carl Patrick noted, it is worth asking whether
there is anything better that can be reasonably hoped for than a Whiter progressive scene if alternative Whiter communities are justified in distancing themselves from forms of Whiteness more explicitly tied to racism but also justifiably
not welcomed into Black cultural spaces en masse. The answer to this question may lie in the possible relationships between the cultural performance of
alternative Whiteness and the political work of White antiracism.12 As Deonte
Harris commented on a presentation of this article in his role as panel discussant, “Musicking alone is not enough to undo the harm of White supremacy.
Alternative or not, White brass bands are still complicit in the perpetuation
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of systemic racism” (2020). Indeed, for marginalized Blacker communities in
Rio de Janeiro and New Orleans, large gatherings of Whiter people might not
appear alternative at all. The particular aesthetic decisions and generally leftist
political identifications of these Whiter communities may have little impact on
or resonance with more marginalized communities and even put them in harm’s
way through gentrification.
Harris speculated, however, that these Whiter communities’ aesthetics might
open the door to an alternative, antiracist ethics as well: “By positioning themselves as being in tension with white supremacy, they leave open the possibility
of moving beyond symbolic forms of solidarity and toward becoming agents
seeking to dismantle global structures of racism” (2020). Though by pointing
to the limits of art in penetrating racial divisions I have argued that one cannot
assume that cultural work itself simply does the political work of structural
change, as carnival theorists and participants often claim of festive traditions,
I will end by suggesting that perhaps alternative Whiteness is a necessary but
not sufficient cultural component of White antiracism. For Schenck, there are
no easy answers, but, while acknowledging the limits of music’s power, he concluded our interview with such an aspiration: “There’s a price to pay [for racial
domination], and you sell part of your soul. This generation is where we try to
reverse the trend. As a White person, I want to become human again. Not be
above, not be supreme, but be among and part of the human race” (interview
with the author, March 13, 2018, New Orleans, LA).
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Notes
1. In recent years, debate has emerged regarding the capitalization of racial categories, and
it is increasingly common to capitalize “Black” to honor Black cultures and identities. There is
less agreement about the capitalization of “White,” with some arguing that capitalizing “White” in
response to “Black” favors an “all lives matter” approach to the issue, and White supremacists have
also argued for capitalization. Others have argued for capitalization of “White” from a different
perspective, suggesting that capitalizing works against the racial invisibility that is a privilege of
Whiteness. As this article focuses on the salience of race in constructing community, I have chosen
to capitalize both terms while recognizing the possible criticisms.
2. As discussed later in the article, I am referring to “heritagization” as a process of selecting
cultural practices and elevating them as authentic and traditional expressions of particular communities often supported with institutional backing, as theorized by Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1995)
and many others.
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3. While acknowledging the possible critique that theoretical concepts or racial formations
such as alternative Whiteness are not themselves actors, I do afford them agency and effectiveness
beyond individual actors who are interpellated in systems beyond their control. In this sense,
alternative Whiteness and other social formations have subjecthood.
4. The blocos afro of Salvador, Brazil, for example, which drew on a wide diversity of Black
repertoires, a Pan-African aesthetic, and a transnational message of Black Power, present an excellent example of an alternative Black movement that critiqued and expanded the heritage repertoires
previously available in Salvador’s carnival, as do new Black practices in New Orleans’s downtown
Mardi Gras (Wade, Roberts, and de Caro 2019).
5. Aside from many other documented examples, in Rio de Janeiro, many of these alternative
Whiter bands do participate in protest, and they also use carnival as an opportunity for activism
(see Snyder 2019b, 2020b, forthcoming). I maintain, however, that such activism is generally a
marginal practice within festivities that more predominantly are celebrated as modes of cultural
expression for distinct communities.
6. Second line refers to working-class Black brass band parade traditions from New Orleans
in which paraders form the “second line” behind a band (Sakakeeny 2013).
7. Black Mardi Gras traditions include the Mardi Gras Indians, the Skeletons, Zulu, and the
Baby Dolls.
8. The Mardi Gras Indians are Black carnival parading groups who mask as Native American
in an expression of solidarity against White racism (Mitchell 1995; Sublette 2008).
9. A sasa is a Balkan genre in duple time. See the band playing the song in Mardi Gras here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmLSzTkAw2Y. See Laborde (2018) on the history of the
larger Balkan music scene in New Orleans, which Ben Schenck and Panorama helped forge.
10. Interestingly, both New Orleans’s Whiter brass bands and Rio’s neofanfarrismo movement,
while both still male-dominated, have had more success with integrating in terms of gender through
a growing minority of female involvement. That gender inclusion has largely come before racial
inclusion bespeaks the deep racial divides in both cities, the importance of carnival as a practice of
racialized distinction, and the generally more predominant importance of race rather than gender
in defining cultural identity.
11. Orquestra Voadora’s bloco song, “Tá Na Hora,” mixes Brazilian rhythms, American
funk, and New Orleans second line styles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifRrZiNBd5c&ab
_channel=OrquestraVoadora-Topic.
12. See Snyder (2019b, 2020b, forthcoming) for discussions of activism in the carnival band
community of Rio de Janeiro.
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